Abstract: This paper reviews research carried out towards the development of a novel conductive coating for reinforced concrete structures in order to enable the application of electrochemical anti-corrosion treatments. The coating is composed of a hardened paste containing graphite powder and cement. The applied techniques were electrochemical chloride extraction (ECE), cathodic protection (CP), and cathodic prevention, as well as combined treatments such as ECE-CP. This research has demonstrated their efficiency when using the new conductive coating as an anode system. The influence of the shape of the structural elements on the performance of the electrochemical treatments was also studied. Several characteristics of the coating have been determined, such as conductivity, durability, adhesion to the concrete surfaces, and ease of application. The results demonstrate the adequacy of using this coating as the anode for anti-corrosion treatments on reinforced concrete structural elements of different shapes, for the purpose of extending service life.
Introduction
The Multifunctional Materials and Durability research teams of the Polytechnic School of the University of Alicante have been working together to develop a research line dedicated to understanding the behavior of graphite-cement pastes as a coating for reinforced concrete structures. This development starts from the certainty that the main enemy of reinforced concrete is steel rebar corrosion, and that the triggers of this corrosion are principally carbonation and chloride ion (Cl´) penetration into the concrete mass.
It is true that, with today's technology and the current knowledge about corrosion processes, it is possible to manufacture reinforced concrete resistant to corrosion. However, permanent or circumstantial aggressive environments will continue to exist, and this will always be the case for structures whose construction quality controls are not very demanding. It is common to find construction works of high economic and strategic value, and it is necessary to extend their service life as long as possible. To achieve this goal, it is desirable to develop new methods allowing an effective preservation of these infrastructures from the reinforcement corrosion processes. Electrochemical treatments combined with other techniques, depending on the damage degree of the structures, have proven to be the most efficient in practice. Electrochemical chloride extraction (ECE) and cathodic protection (CP) are the most commonly used rehabilitation techniques [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . All these techniques are 
Experimental Details of the ECE Tests
Two types of anodes were tested in this study. The reference anodic system consisted of a mesh of braided Ti-RuO 2 wire, 1 mm thick. This wire is braided in diamond shapes 33 mm per 12 mm. of diagonal length. The mesh was firmly attached, covering the whole vertical surface of the specimens, between two layers of absorbent synthetic fabric to keep moisture in. The electrical resistance of this mesh per unit length (1 m lengthˆ1.2 m width) is 0.041 Ω/m. The mesh is connected to the positive pole of the electric source by a copper wire. On the other hand, the conductive graphite-cement paste (GCP) anode is the product of the hardening of a homogeneous mixture of graphite powder, Portland cement, and distilled water, as detailed in Table 2 . The fresh paste is applied by spraying with a compressed air gun on the vertical specimen surfaces, forming a 2-mm thick overlay. The high water-to-solid ratio (w/s = 0.8) is necessary for meeting the fluidity requirements of the spraying application system. The dosage and thickness of the GCP anodic overlay were adopted as a consequence of the good performances shown by this anode system in recent research by the same authors [21, 22] . The problem of keeping the anodic systems moist (both the Ti-RuO 2 mesh embedded into layers of absorbent fabric, and the GCP overlay) during the ECE treatments was overcome by using a system that consisted of a water pump and several pipes with droppers, assembled around the surface of each specimen. The circulated electrolyte was tap water. This periodic drip irrigation system ensures the right action of the electrolyte during the electrochemical procedure [8, 22] .
Regarding the assembly of the ECE systems, one of each of the cylindrical and prismatic specimens was equipped with a conventional anode composed of a Ti-RuO 2 mesh, as described previously. The system consisted of two absorbent polymeric layers housing the Ti-RuO 2 mesh between them. Those three layers were successively and firmly set up, covering the whole exposed concrete surface of specimens (see Figure 1) . In this way, the specimens were able to retain moisture and thus avoid increasing the necessary feeding voltage during the ECE process. Specimens assembled as mentioned were placed into a recipient with water in order to immerse the pump of the drip irrigation system. As for electrical connection, a protrusion was made in an extremity of the mesh to connect with the positive pole of the current source, closing the anodic circuit. The problem of keeping the anodic systems moist (both the Ti-RuO2 mesh embedded into layers of absorbent fabric, and the GCP overlay) during the ECE treatments was overcome by using a system that consisted of a water pump and several pipes with droppers, assembled around the surface of each specimen. The circulated electrolyte was tap water. This periodic drip irrigation system ensures the right action of the electrolyte during the electrochemical procedure [8, 22] .
Regarding the assembly of the ECE systems, one of each of the cylindrical and prismatic specimens was equipped with a conventional anode composed of a Ti-RuO2 mesh, as described previously. The system consisted of two absorbent polymeric layers housing the Ti-RuO2 mesh between them. Those three layers were successively and firmly set up, covering the whole exposed concrete surface of specimens (see Figure 1) . In this way, the specimens were able to retain moisture and thus avoid increasing the necessary feeding voltage during the ECE process. Specimens assembled as mentioned were placed into a recipient with water in order to immerse the pump of the drip irrigation system. As for electrical connection, a protrusion was made in an extremity of the mesh to connect with the positive pole of the current source, closing the anodic circuit. Anodic system composed by a Ti-RuO2 mesh embedded between two absorbent polymeric layers, wrapping a reinforced concrete specimen. Adapted from [24] .
As for the rest of the specimens (one of each type), a layer of GCP was applied by spraying on all vertical surfaces. The spray was made with a compressed air gun, as a shotcrete system, forming an overlay around 2 mm thick. Then, the GCP overlays were moist-cured for 10 days in a curing chamber of relative humidity >95%. Finally, the GCP coating was covered by the same polymeric layer mentioned above, and the same irrigation system was also installed to ensure the presence of the electrolyte. Anodic connections were made through two interconnected graphite felt fabric strips, 4 cm wide, firmly attached to the GCP layer, and connected to the positive pole of the electric power source.
All specimens closed its cathodic circuit by connecting a rebar to the negative pole of the current source. The stirrups guaranteed the interconnection of all the steel reinforcement bars.
The ECE experiments were performed under galvanostatic control, i.e., under constant direct current density, which was set in the range of 2-5 A/m 2 relative to the exposed concrete surface of the specimen. The total electric charge density passed was of 5 × 10 6 C/m 2 , also relative to the exposed concrete surface. The imposed feeding voltage, which was continuously monitored, is therefore a consequence of the constant current density and the resistance of the system. This voltage tends to rise as the ECE process progresses, since the resistivity of the specimens increases. The European Standard CEN/TS 14038-2 recommends not exceeding the level of 40 V, for safety reasons as well as to prevent damage in the anode [32] . In order to avoid exceeding the safety level, the voltage must be monitored and controlled throughout the treatment. To control the voltage evolution and any circumstances during the whole treatment, the specimens were remotely monitored by using a WIFI IP camera. Anodic system composed by a Ti-RuO 2 mesh embedded between two absorbent polymeric layers, wrapping a reinforced concrete specimen. Adapted from [24] .
The ECE experiments were performed under galvanostatic control, i.e., under constant direct current density, which was set in the range of 2-5 A/m 2 relative to the exposed concrete surface of the specimen. The total electric charge density passed was of 5ˆ10 6 C/m 2 , also relative to the exposed concrete surface. The imposed feeding voltage, which was continuously monitored, is therefore a consequence of the constant current density and the resistance of the system. This voltage tends to rise as the ECE process progresses, since the resistivity of the specimens increases. The European Standard CEN/TS 14038-2 recommends not exceeding the level of 40 V, for safety reasons as well as to prevent damage in the anode [32] . In order to avoid exceeding the safety level, the voltage must be monitored and controlled throughout the treatment. To control the voltage evolution and any circumstances during the whole treatment, the specimens were remotely monitored by using a WIFI IP camera. The observed feeding voltage evolution during the ECE treatments was slightly different for the two anodic systems: the specimens tested with GCP anodic systems showed higher feeding voltages. In order to prevent reaching values over 40 V, two types of actions were taken: the reduction of the current density values (never under 1 A/m 2 ), and the inclusion of pauses of the treatments. Nevertheless, in all cases the total applied electric charge density was the same: 5ˆ10 6 C/m 2 , relative to the exposed concrete surface. It has been shown previously that the ECE efficiency is mainly governed by the applied electric charge density, with little influence of the duration of the ECE trials and of the current density [33] [34] [35] . The duration of the ECE experiments was between 325 and 350 h.
The ECE efficiencies were calculated as the percentages of reduction of the initial chloride content. The obtention of chloride content profiles before and after the ECE trials allows for calculating the local and overall efficiencies. The Cl´profiles were obtained following RILEM's recommended procedures [36] . Cylindrical concrete cores, 95 mm diameter and 40 mm height (up to the rebar depth), were extracted before and after the ECE treatments. From these cores, concrete dust samples were obtained by grinding thin (2 mm thick) successive parallel layers to the exposed surface [36] . In this way 20 concrete dust samples were gained from each core, thus allowing the obtention of sufficiently detailed chloride content profiles. The determination of the samples' acid soluble chloride contents was carried out by potentiometric titration [37, 38] . All the chloride content values are expressed in this work as % Cl´relative to cement mass.
For Case Study 2, and when checking the shape effect of the structural elements on the ECE efficiencies, both circular sections (cylindrical columns) and rectangular sections (prismatic columns) were tested. In the case of the rectangular columns, two types of positions were selected for extracting the concrete cores for determining the Cl´content profiles and the ECE efficiencies (see Figure 2 ):
‚
Position number 1 in Figure 2 , which corresponds to the center of the biggest face of the specimen.
‚ Position number 2 in Figure 2 , which corresponds to the concrete cover zone over the steel rebar.
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The observed feeding voltage evolution during the ECE treatments was slightly different for the two anodic systems: the specimens tested with GCP anodic systems showed higher feeding voltages. In order to prevent reaching values over 40 V, two types of actions were taken: the reduction of the current density values (never under 1 A/m 2 ), and the inclusion of pauses of the treatments. Nevertheless, in all cases the total applied electric charge density was the same: 5 × 10 6 C/m 2 , relative to the exposed concrete surface. It has been shown previously that the ECE efficiency is mainly governed by the applied electric charge density, with little influence of the duration of the ECE trials and of the current density [33] [34] [35] . The duration of the ECE experiments was between 325 and 350 h.
The ECE efficiencies were calculated as the percentages of reduction of the initial chloride content. The obtention of chloride content profiles before and after the ECE trials allows for calculating the local and overall efficiencies. The Cl − profiles were obtained following RILEM's recommended procedures [36] . Cylindrical concrete cores, 95 mm diameter and 40 mm height (up to the rebar depth), were extracted before and after the ECE treatments. From these cores, concrete dust samples were obtained by grinding thin (2 mm thick) successive parallel layers to the exposed surface [36] . In this way 20 concrete dust samples were gained from each core, thus allowing the obtention of sufficiently detailed chloride content profiles. The determination of the samples' acid soluble chloride contents was carried out by potentiometric titration [37, 38] . All the chloride content values are expressed in this work as % Cl − relative to cement mass.
For Case Study 2, and when checking the shape effect of the structural elements on the ECE efficiencies, both circular sections (cylindrical columns) and rectangular sections (prismatic columns) were tested. In the case of the rectangular columns, two types of positions were selected for extracting the concrete cores for determining the Cl − content profiles and the ECE efficiencies (see Figure 2 ):

Position number 1 in Figure 2 , which corresponds to the center of the biggest face of the specimen.  Position number 2 in Figure 2 , which corresponds to the concrete cover zone over the steel rebar. 
Materials and Methods Used in Case Study 3
The purpose of this study was to investigate the possibility of using the GCP coating as an anode for applying protective treatments of CP, CPrev, ECE+CP, and ECE+CPrev, to laboratory model reinforced concrete specimens. Table 3 establishes the adopted nomenclature of the specimens and the electrochemical treatments applied to each one. The specimens intended for CPrev trials (P and B) were prepared with chloride-free concrete, since the CPrev treatments are designed for being continuously applied to newly constructed structures, starting from the very beginning of the structure's service life [25, 26] . On the other hand, the rest of the specimens dedicated to testing the CP, ECE+CP, or ECE+CPrev were prepared with concrete admixed with Cl − ions. The CP treatments 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the possibility of using the GCP coating as an anode for applying protective treatments of CP, CPrev, ECE+CP, and ECE+CPrev, to laboratory model reinforced concrete specimens. Table 3 establishes the adopted nomenclature of the specimens and the electrochemical treatments applied to each one. The specimens intended for CPrev trials (P and B) were prepared with chloride-free concrete, since the CPrev treatments are designed for being continuously applied to newly constructed structures, starting from the very beginning of the structure's service life [25, 26] . On the other hand, the rest of the specimens dedicated to testing the CP, ECE+CP, or ECE+CPrev were prepared with concrete admixed with Cl´ions. The CP treatments are known to allow stopping an ongoing reinforcement corrosion process due to chlorides [25, 26] . Finally, the combined treatments (ECE+CP and ECE+CPrev) are tested here to represent situations in which a structure is exposed to an aggressive Cl´environment, and an analytical determination of concrete's Cl´content reveals an excessive value from the point of view of reinforcement corrosion. In these conditions the ECE technique is first applied to reduce the Cl´content, and afterwards a continuous protective treatment (CP or CPrev) is applied to preserve the steel reinforcement in protective conditions [21, 27] . It must be stressed that all specimens included in Table 3 , even those that were not given any of the electrochemical treatments (R and P), were subjected to the same salting regime during the 24-week period of the CP or CPrev treatments: 65 mL NaCl 0.5 M was sprayed weekly onto the concrete or anodic overlay surface, in order to simulate the continued chloride contamination due to exposure to a very aggressive environment, as mentioned above. In this case the specimens were prism-shaped reinforced concrete elements, with dimensions of 18ˆ18ˆ8 cm 3 , which were reinforced by a grid of 16ˆ16 cm 2 composed of six steel bars (5 mm diameter) soldered symmetrically, forming squares of 5 cm per side, and placed 2 cm under the anode (Figure 3 ). The concrete dosage was as shown in Table 4 . Two mixes were prepared: one without added chloride for preparing the specimens intended for pure cathodic prevention (CPrev) treatments, and another mix containing 2% Cl´relative to cement mass for the specimens used in cathodic protection (CP) applications or combined treatments (ECE+CP) and (ECE+CPrev) (see Table 4 ). Once the formwork was removed, the specimens were moist-cured at 95%-98% relative humidity (RH) for 28 days. The characteristics of the hardened concrete were as follows: compressive strength 37.8 N/mm 2 [29] , porosity 11.1% [30] , and bulk density 2.38 T/m 3 [31] .
Coatings 2016, 6, 32 6 of 21 are known to allow stopping an ongoing reinforcement corrosion process due to chlorides [25, 26] . Finally, the combined treatments (ECE+CP and ECE+CPrev) are tested here to represent situations in which a structure is exposed to an aggressive Cl − environment, and an analytical determination of concrete's Cl − content reveals an excessive value from the point of view of reinforcement corrosion. In these conditions the ECE technique is first applied to reduce the Cl − content, and afterwards a continuous protective treatment (CP or CPrev) is applied to preserve the steel reinforcement in protective conditions [21, 27] . It must be stressed that all specimens included in Table 3 , even those that were not given any of the electrochemical treatments (R and P), were subjected to the same salting regime during the 24-week period of the CP or CPrev treatments: 65 mL NaCl 0.5 M was sprayed weekly onto the concrete or anodic overlay surface, in order to simulate the continued chloride contamination due to exposure to a very aggressive environment, as mentioned above. 
Reinforced Concrete Laboratory Specimens
In this case the specimens were prism-shaped reinforced concrete elements, with dimensions of 18 × 18 × 8 cm³, which were reinforced by a grid of 16 × 16 cm² composed of six steel bars (5 mm diameter) soldered symmetrically, forming squares of 5 cm per side, and placed 2 cm under the anode ( Figure 3 ). The concrete dosage was as shown in Table 4 . Two mixes were prepared: one without added chloride for preparing the specimens intended for pure cathodic prevention (CPrev) treatments, and another mix containing 2% Cl − relative to cement mass for the specimens used in cathodic protection (CP) applications or combined treatments (ECE+CP) and (ECE+CPrev) (see Table 4 ). Once the formwork was removed, the specimens were moist-cured at 95%-98% relative humidity (RH) for 28 days. The characteristics of the hardened concrete were as follows: compressive strength 37.8 N/mm 2 [29] , porosity 11.1% [30] , and bulk density 2.38 T/m 3 [31] . Figure 3 also shows the system used for connecting the reinforcement (cathode system) to the negative pole of the electric power source, through plastic isolated copper connectors screwed to the rebar.
Common Experimental Details of the Electrochemical Tests in Case Study 3
All the electrochemical tests in this section were performed using the GCP anodic overlay. To form the anode system, a graphite-cement paste was prepared by mixing graphite powder and Portland cement at 50%/50% in mass. The water to solid mix ratio was 0.8. Secondly, a 2 mm thick layer of this paste was applied on the surface of each specimen, and then all of them were moist-cured for 10 days. After that, two grooves were performed lengthwise onto the anodic overlay, without reaching the concrete surface, in order to allow both graphite rods to connect to the positive pole of the electric source. To finish up, these rods were overlaid with graphite-cement paste in order to join with the anode system perfectly, but avoiding any contact between graphite rods and concrete. A PVC receptacle was assembled on top of the samples to retain both ECE electrolyte (distilled water) and/or the dissolution used during CP or CPrev applications to simulate a continued chloride contamination (65 mL NaCl 0.5 M applied weekly), Figure 4 . The ratio between the surface of concrete covered by the anodic overlay and the surface of the primary anodes (graphite rods) was 9.6; the ratio between the surface of concrete covered by the anodic overlay and the total surface of the steel bars was 1.7 ( Figure 4 ). All current density and electric charge density values reported in this work are relative to the surface of concrete (equal to the anode surface) unless otherwise stated.
The resistivity of the graphite-cement paste was measured through the four-probe method. To this end, paste specimens were cast in 4ˆ4ˆ16 cm 3 molds and moist-cured at 95%-98% RH for 14 days. The experimental details of the measurements can be found elsewhere [39] . The average obtained resistivity was 1.5 Ω¨m. Figure 3 also shows the system used for connecting the reinforcement (cathode system) to the negative pole of the electric power source, through plastic isolated copper connectors screwed to the rebar.
All the electrochemical tests in this section were performed using the GCP anodic overlay. To form the anode system, a graphite-cement paste was prepared by mixing graphite powder and Portland cement at 50%/50% in mass. The water to solid mix ratio was 0.8. Secondly, a 2 mm thick layer of this paste was applied on the surface of each specimen, and then all of them were moistcured for 10 days. After that, two grooves were performed lengthwise onto the anodic overlay, without reaching the concrete surface, in order to allow both graphite rods to connect to the positive pole of the electric source. To finish up, these rods were overlaid with graphite-cement paste in order to join with the anode system perfectly, but avoiding any contact between graphite rods and concrete. A PVC receptacle was assembled on top of the samples to retain both ECE electrolyte (distilled water) and/or the dissolution used during CP or CPrev applications to simulate a continued chloride contamination (65 mL NaCl 0.5 M applied weekly), Figure 4 . The ratio between the surface of concrete covered by the anodic overlay and the surface of the primary anodes (graphite rods) was 9.6; the ratio between the surface of concrete covered by the anodic overlay and the total surface of the steel bars was 1.7 ( Figure 4 ). All current density and electric charge density values reported in this work are relative to the surface of concrete (equal to the anode surface) unless otherwise stated.
The resistivity of the graphite-cement paste was measured through the four-probe method. To this end, paste specimens were cast in 4 × 4 × 16 cm 3 molds and moist-cured at 95%-98% RH for 14 days. The experimental details of the measurements can be found elsewhere [39] . The average obtained resistivity was 1.5 Ω m. The measurements of steel corrosion potential (Ecorr) and all the single electrode potentials, were performed using Ag-AgCl reference electrodes. These electrodes were housed in respective holes The measurements of steel corrosion potential (E corr ) and all the single electrode potentials, were performed using Ag-AgCl reference electrodes. These electrodes were housed in respective holes drilled from the exposed surface of the concrete specimen (that bearing the graphite-cement anode) to the vicinity of the rebar (Figure 4 ). For this purpose, the holes were sheathed with a plastic tube and filled with a KOH 0.2 M solution, trying to approach the physico-chemical conditions of the concrete's inner pore solution.
In this way nine specimens were prepared, seven of them with salt in the mixing water and two without it. Two of the salted specimens were used only for determining the efficiency of the ECE process. Concrete cores were extracted from them and their chloride content profiles were determined, in one case before and in the other case after ECE. These two specimens were discarded after coring. The seven remaining specimens were intended for the tests corresponding to CP, Cprev, and the combined treatments (ECE+CP and ECE+CPrev).
ECE Treatments in Case Study 3
Initially four of the specimens made with saline mixing water were subjected to ECE. For this purpose, the specimens were electrically connected in series by pairs to a direct current source. The relevant parameters of the ECE treatments are shown in Table 5 . A low charge density was applied, only 1.5 MC/m 2 relative to the concrete surface (2.6 MC/m 2 relative to steel surface). The current source feeding voltage (∆E feed ) was controlled at a level below 40 V during the processes, for safety reasons. It was necessary in this respect to interrupt the current passage two times (two pauses of 24 h each) along the treatment. The whole process was performed inside a fume hood to eliminate the chlorine (Cl 2 (g)) produced by electrochemical oxidation of the Cl´ions extracted from the concrete. When the ECE processes were finished, the pH values of the electrolytes were measured in order to check the acidifying effect caused by the electrochemical anodic reactions. 
Application of CP, CPrev, and the Combined Treatments ECE+CP and ECE+CPrev
This section describes the details of the experiments carried out to demonstrate the applicability of the GCP anodes for protective treatments of CP, CPrev, ECE+CP, and ECE+CPrev (please refer to Table 3 ).
The CP treatments were applied with 15 mA/m 2 of current density (relative to concrete or anode surface) to two specimens, one of those previously treated with ECE (EA in Table 3 ) and the other one without prior treatment (A in Table 3 ). On the other hand, we applied CPrev with 2 mA/m 2 of current density (relative to concrete surface) to a sample previously ECE treated (EB in Table 3 ) and to another manufactured without salt and not ECE treated (B in Table 3 ). The values of the current densities relative to the steel bars' surface are 25.5 mA/m 2 and 3.4 mA/m 2 for the CP and Cprev treatments, respectively. The direct current source was programmed to maintain a constant current density along the whole process. Each application has its reference sample without treatment of CP or CPrev to compare the results. The reference sample for the specimens subjected to combined treatments (EA for ECE+CP, and EB for ECE+CPrev) is ER. R is the reference for A, and P is the reference for B.
The application of CP and CPrev consisted of two phases: Phase 1. First 24 weeks. The aforementioned treatments CP and CPrev were continuously applied during the first 13 weeks. Then, the current was switched off for four weeks and after that treatments were resumed to the end. Chloride contamination was continuously applied, even during the switch-off periods.
While applying the CP and CPrev treatments, some parameters representative of the corrosion state of steel were measured in open-circuit conditions. During the first two weeks, the steel corrosion potential (E corr ) was daily measured by means of an Ag-AgCl reference electrode. Since the third week both the corrosion potential and the steel corrosion rate i corr (µA/cm 2 ) were determined weekly. The icorr measurements were taken with a Gecor6 device (Geocisa, Madrid, Spain). Gecor6 is a portable measurement unit based on the linear polarization resistance method. The equipment uses a modulation confinement technique, allowing the quantitative determination of the corrosion rate [40] . During the current passing periods the feeding voltage of each specimen, ∆E feed , was obtained as the potential difference between cathode and anode; and the individual anodic and cathodic potentials, E a and E c , respectively, were measured against the reference electrode Ag-AgCl. Finally, in order to check the efficiency of CP and CPrev as maintainers of protection conditions of steel, the "100 mV decay" criterion was used, as is specified in ISO 12696:2012 [41] . This criterion has been also extensively employed for this purpose by several researchers [14, 42] . The method consists in obtaining the four-hour potential decay (∆E decay ) that is the difference between E 4h c (the value of E c four hours after the current switch-off), and the instant-off cathodic potential E io c , which in this case was measured 1 s after the current switch-off. The minimum value of the four-hour depolarization must be 100 mV for an adequate corrosion protection of steel [41] . The values of E io c were monitored with an automatic data logger able to obtain and record 500 measurements in 6 s after the current switch-off.
Once the 24-week processes were fulfilled, cores were extracted from all specimens of Table 3 , and their respective Cl´content profiles were obtained.
Phase 2.
At the end of Phase 1 it was observed that all the specimens had lost the steel protection condition, evidenced by ∆E decay values lower than 100 mV. Then, it was decided to start this second phase with the objective of recovering the protection conditions of steel by adjusting the current density of the CP treatments. The procedure was to increase progressively the current density over four weeks, starting with a value of 20 mA/m 2 , until the protection conditions were obtained.
Chloride content profiles were experimentally determined, following the methodology described in Section 2.1.2, for the specimens listed in Table 3 , in order to understand the net effect of the electrochemical treatments on the Cl´ion uptake by the reinforced concrete specimens during the continued exposure to a very aggressive environment. Figures 5 and 6 show the initial and final chloride content profiles, before and after ECE, together with the distributions of local efficiencies of the ECE treatment. Figure 7 shows the comparisons of the local efficiencies obtained with the two types of anodes. The averaged efficiencies along the concrete cover zone of steel (40 mm width) were 79.4% for the Ti-RuO 2 anode, and 79.2% for the GCP anode. Another observation extracted from Figure 7 is that for both anodes the ECE process is more efficient in the zone closer to the concrete surface. These results clearly show the feasibility of using a GCP anode for ECE treatments, without losing the efficiency of the process, in comparison with the classical Ti-RuO 2 mesh anode, in agreement with the results of similar research [43] . Chloride content profiles and ECE efficiencies using the reference anode system based on a Ti-RuO2 mesh. Adapted from [22] . Figure 6 . Chloride content profiles and ECE efficiencies using a GCP coating as anode system. Adapted from [22] . Chloride content profiles and ECE efficiencies using the reference anode system based on a Ti-RuO 2 mesh. Adapted from [22] .
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Case Study 2: Differences in the Shape Effect Structural Elements during ECE Application in Both Types of Anode Systems
In 1998 Tritthart [3] applied the concept of electric flow produced during ECE to predicting differences in the local efficiencies of ECE, due to the lack of homogeneity in the intensity of the electric field acting between the steel rebar and the external anodes. This has some consequences regarding the practical application of ECE to reinforced concrete elements. Specimens of circular section with a regular rebar distribution, coupled with an anode with a symmetric concentric distribution, can provide an isotropic electric field for the ECE treatment. Conversely, the more habitual geometry and heterogeneous rebar arrangements of rectangular section reinforced concrete elements may produce local differences in the electric field intensity between different zones of the surface of the concrete structure, thus leading to differences in the ECE efficiency (Figure 8 ). The aim of this section is to provide further quantitative experimental confirmation of these statements, and to evaluate the influence of the type of anode on the abovementioned anisotropic effect caused by the typical rebar arrangements in reinforced concrete elements [24] . To this end, chloride content profiles were determined both before and after ECE for reinforced concrete elements of circular sections (isotropic electric field), and rectangular sections (anisotropic electric field). For the latter, different sampling positions were selected in order to prove the mentioned effect. (Refer to Figure 2 in Section 2.1.).
In 1998 Tritthart [3] applied the concept of electric flow produced during ECE to predicting differences in the local efficiencies of ECE, due to the lack of homogeneity in the intensity of the electric field acting between the steel rebar and the external anodes. This has some consequences regarding the practical application of ECE to reinforced concrete elements. Specimens of circular section with a regular rebar distribution, coupled with an anode with a symmetric concentric distribution, can provide an isotropic electric field for the ECE treatment. Conversely, the more habitual geometry and heterogeneous rebar arrangements of rectangular section reinforced concrete elements may produce local differences in the electric field intensity between different zones of the surface of the concrete structure, thus leading to differences in the ECE efficiency (Figure 8 ). The aim of this section is to provide further quantitative experimental confirmation of these statements, and to evaluate the influence of the type of anode on the abovementioned anisotropic effect caused by the typical rebar arrangements in reinforced concrete elements [24] . To this end, chloride content profiles were determined both before and after ECE for reinforced concrete elements of circular sections (isotropic electric field), and rectangular sections (anisotropic electric field). For the latter, different sampling positions were selected in order to prove the mentioned effect. (Refer to Figure 2 in Section 2.1.). Figure 8 . Different electric flow schemes during ECE application in an isotropic vertical element (circular section and regularly reinforced) and in an anisotropic vertical specimen (rectangular section and conventionally reinforced with rebar in the corners). Current streamlines, calculated using a standard finite element method, are shown. Adapted from [24] .
The ECE tests in this section were performed using current density values between 2 and 5 A/m 2 , but the electric charge density passed was of 5 × 10 6 C/m 2 in all cases; both densities refer to the concrete surface. Figures 9-12 show the initial and final Cl − content profiles, together with the distributions of local ECE efficiencies through the concrete cover over steel for the specimens of a rectangular section at sampling positions 1 and 2 (refer to Figure 2 ).
Figures 9-12 and Table 6 gather the relevant results in relation to the shape effect of the structural element on the ECE efficiency. As for circular section specimens (chloride profiles not shown), the mean ECE efficiencies are practically equal for both anode systems. The high ECE efficiency, in either anode system and either sampling point, can be attributed to the uniformity and high density of electric flow lines established between a regular cathode (rebars uniformly distributed) and an equidistant anodic surface, as was exposed previously. The ECE tests in this section were performed using current density values between 2 and 5 A/m 2 , but the electric charge density passed was of 5ˆ10 6 C/m 2 in all cases; both densities refer to the concrete surface. Figures 9-12 show the initial and final Cl´content profiles, together with the distributions of local ECE efficiencies through the concrete cover over steel for the specimens of a rectangular section at sampling positions 1 and 2 (refer to Figure 2 ).
Figures 9-12 and Table 6 gather the relevant results in relation to the shape effect of the structural element on the ECE efficiency. As for circular section specimens (chloride profiles not shown), the mean ECE efficiencies are practically equal for both anode systems. The high ECE efficiency, in either anode system and either sampling point, can be attributed to the uniformity and high density of electric flow lines established between a regular cathode (rebars uniformly distributed) and an equidistant anodic surface, as was exposed previously. Figure 2 ). Cl − content profiles before and after ECE and distribution of local ECE efficiencies. Adapted from [24] . Figure 10 . ECE with Ti-RuO2 anode. Rectangular section reinforced concrete specimen. Core extracted in the cover zone over the steel (position 2 in Figure 2 ). Cl − content profiles before and after ECE and distribution of local ECE efficiencies. Adapted from [24] . Figure 11 . ECE with GCP anode. Rectangular section reinforced concrete specimen. Core extracted in the center of the biggest face of the specimen (position 1 in Figure 2 ). Cl − content profiles before and after ECE and distribution of local ECE efficiencies. Adapted from [24] . Figure 2 ). Cl´content profiles before and after ECE and distribution of local ECE efficiencies. Adapted from [24] . Figure 2 ). Cl − content profiles before and after ECE and distribution of local ECE efficiencies. Adapted from [24] . Figure 10 . ECE with Ti-RuO2 anode. Rectangular section reinforced concrete specimen. Core extracted in the cover zone over the steel (position 2 in Figure 2 ). Cl − content profiles before and after ECE and distribution of local ECE efficiencies. Adapted from [24] . Figure 11 . ECE with GCP anode. Rectangular section reinforced concrete specimen. Core extracted in the center of the biggest face of the specimen (position 1 in Figure 2 ). Cl − content profiles before and after ECE and distribution of local ECE efficiencies. Adapted from [24] . Figure 2 ). Cl´content profiles before and after ECE and distribution of local ECE efficiencies. Adapted from [24] . Figure 9 . ECE with Ti-RuO2 anode. Rectangular section reinforced concrete specimen. Core extracted in the center of the biggest face of the specimen (position 1 in Figure 2 ). Cl − content profiles before and after ECE and distribution of local ECE efficiencies. Adapted from [24] . Figure 10 . ECE with Ti-RuO2 anode. Rectangular section reinforced concrete specimen. Core extracted in the cover zone over the steel (position 2 in Figure 2 ). Cl − content profiles before and after ECE and distribution of local ECE efficiencies. Adapted from [24] . Figure 11 . ECE with GCP anode. Rectangular section reinforced concrete specimen. Core extracted in the center of the biggest face of the specimen (position 1 in Figure 2 ). Cl − content profiles before and after ECE and distribution of local ECE efficiencies. Adapted from [24] . Figure 2 ). Cl´content profiles before and after ECE and distribution of local ECE efficiencies. Adapted from [24] . Figure 12 . ECE with GCP anode. Rectangular section reinforced concrete specimen. Core extracted in the cover zone over the steel (position 2 in Figure 2 ). Cl − content profiles before and after ECE and distribution of local ECE efficiencies. Adapted from [24] . Regarding the specimens with rectangular sections and no uniformly distributed rebar (anisotropic element), the different ECE efficiencies obtained at different sampling positions of the concrete surface can be ascribed to differences in the electric flow density at those positions, confirming the hypothesis. Indeed, the experiments carried out with a Ti-RuO2 anode gave significantly different ECE efficiencies: 52.5% for the center of the biggest face versus 85.2% for the concrete cover over the rebar. The same effect was detected for the GCP anode, but the difference in ECE efficiency was significantly lower than that found for the Ti-RuO2 anode system (Table 6 ). This effect could be related to the different nature of both anodic systems. There is some difficulty in obtaining a good contact between the Ti-RuO2 mesh anodic system and the concrete surface, because of the rigidity and elasticity of the metal mesh [8] . On the other hand, the GCP coating probably provided a good electrolytic contact with the concrete surface, thus avoiding the appearance of zones of high electric resistance, which can be responsible for low ECE efficiency. This quality, coupled with the fact that the cost of the GCP materials is 8-10 times lower than that of the Ti-RuO2 mesh, confirms GCP as a suitable anode system for ECE treatments.
Case Study 3: Ability of the GCP Anode System to Apply CP, CPrev, and Combined ECE-CP Treatments
In this section we describe the tests carried out to investigate the possibility of using the GCP anodes for applying protective electrochemical treatments to reinforced concrete elements affected by steel corrosion due to chloride contamination, such are CP, CPrev, and combined treatments of ECE plus CP or CPrev. The possibility of keeping the GCP anodes as permanent concrete coatings allows the subsequent application of a temporary treatment like ECE, for reducing an excessive Cl − content, followed by a permanent protection like CP, in cases of exposure of the structure to a very aggressive chloride environment. Refer to Section 2.2 for experimental details. Figure 2 ). Cl´content profiles before and after ECE and distribution of local ECE efficiencies. Adapted from [24] . Regarding the specimens with rectangular sections and no uniformly distributed rebar (anisotropic element), the different ECE efficiencies obtained at different sampling positions of the concrete surface can be ascribed to differences in the electric flow density at those positions, confirming the hypothesis. Indeed, the experiments carried out with a Ti-RuO 2 anode gave significantly different ECE efficiencies: 52.5% for the center of the biggest face versus 85.2% for the concrete cover over the rebar. The same effect was detected for the GCP anode, but the difference in ECE efficiency was significantly lower than that found for the Ti-RuO 2 anode system (Table 6 ). This effect could be related to the different nature of both anodic systems. There is some difficulty in obtaining a good contact between the Ti-RuO 2 mesh anodic system and the concrete surface, because of the rigidity and elasticity of the metal mesh [8] . On the other hand, the GCP coating probably provided a good electrolytic contact with the concrete surface, thus avoiding the appearance of zones of high electric resistance, which can be responsible for low ECE efficiency. This quality, coupled with the fact that the cost of the GCP materials is 8-10 times lower than that of the Ti-RuO 2 mesh, confirms GCP as a suitable anode system for ECE treatments.
In this section we describe the tests carried out to investigate the possibility of using the GCP anodes for applying protective electrochemical treatments to reinforced concrete elements affected by steel corrosion due to chloride contamination, such are CP, CPrev, and combined treatments of ECE plus CP or CPrev. The possibility of keeping the GCP anodes as permanent concrete coatings allows the subsequent application of a temporary treatment like ECE, for reducing an excessive Cl´content, followed by a permanent protection like CP, in cases of exposure of the structure to a very aggressive chloride environment. Refer to Section 2.2 for experimental details. Figures 13 and 14 show the evolution of the open-circuit E corr values for the specimens of Table 3 during the duration of the first phase of the CP or CPrev experiments (24 weeks). In a similar manner, Figures 15 and 16 show the evolution of the i corr values for the same specimens. It must be recalled that, during the 24-week treatments, all specimens were subjected to an intense chloride loading regime (weekly sprayed applications of 65 mL of NaCl 0.5 M). Table  3 during the duration of the first phase of the CP or CPrev experiments (24 weeks). In a similar manner, Figures 15 and 16 show the evolution of the icorr values for the same specimens. It must be recalled that, during the 24-week treatments, all specimens were subjected to an intense chloride loading regime (weekly sprayed applications of 65 mL of NaCl 0.5 M). CPrev; R (2% Cl − in the mix, not CP treated): reference specimen for A; P (no Cl − in the mix, not CPrev treated): reference specimen for B. All of them were subjected to Cl − contamination during the 24 weeks. Current density values: CP: 15 mA/m 2 , CPrev: 2 mA/m 2 , both related to exposed concrete surface. Adapted from [27] .
For the three specimens previously treated with ECE, Figure 13 shows that the initial Ecorr values were equal or higher than −100 mV, typical values of steel corrosion potentials after ECE [6] . The Ecorr values of EB (ECE+CPrev) quickly fell to values below −400 mV; for six weeks the EA specimen (ECE+CP) remained at about −100 mV, finally falling below −400 mV after 10 weeks; the reference specimen ER (only treated with ECE) showed an intermediate behaviour, falling to values of about −200 mV and finally reaching values below −400 mV after 11 weeks. It seems that a CP treatment with current density of 15 mA/m 2 (EA) was able to maintain protective conditions for steel for about 10 weeks despite the high chloride loading. On the other hand, CPrev treatment of 2 mA/m 2 (EB) was not able to provide protective conditions. This was expected since such low current density values Figure 13 . Evolution of E corr during the treatments post ECE. EA: ECE+CP; EB: ECE+CPrev; ER: treated only with ECE. All of them were subjected to Cl´contamination during the 24 weeks. Current density values: CP: 15 mA/m 2 , CPrev: 2 mA/m 2 , both related to exposed concrete surface. Adapted from [27] . Table  3 during the duration of the first phase of the CP or CPrev experiments (24 weeks). In a similar manner, Figures 15 and 16 show the evolution of the icorr values for the same specimens. It must be recalled that, during the 24-week treatments, all specimens were subjected to an intense chloride loading regime (weekly sprayed applications of 65 mL of NaCl 0.5 M). CPrev; R (2% Cl − in the mix, not CP treated): reference specimen for A; P (no Cl − in the mix, not CPrev treated): reference specimen for B. All of them were subjected to Cl − contamination during the 24 weeks. Current density values: CP: 15 mA/m 2 , CPrev: 2 mA/m 2 , both related to exposed concrete surface. Adapted from [27] .
For the three specimens previously treated with ECE, Figure 13 shows that the initial Ecorr values were equal or higher than −100 mV, typical values of steel corrosion potentials after ECE [6] . The Ecorr values of EB (ECE+CPrev) quickly fell to values below −400 mV; for six weeks the EA specimen (ECE+CP) remained at about −100 mV, finally falling below −400 mV after 10 weeks; the reference specimen ER (only treated with ECE) showed an intermediate behaviour, falling to values of about −200 mV and finally reaching values below −400 mV after 11 weeks. It seems that a CP treatment with current density of 15 mA/m 2 (EA) was able to maintain protective conditions for steel for about 10 weeks despite the high chloride loading. On the other hand, CPrev treatment of 2 mA/m 2 (EB) was not able to provide protective conditions. This was expected since such low current density values Figure 14 . Evolution of E corr during the CP and CPrev treatments, without previous ECE. A: CP; B: CPrev; R (2% Cl´in the mix, not CP treated): reference specimen for A; P (no Cl´in the mix, not CPrev treated): reference specimen for B. All of them were subjected to Cl´contamination during the 24 weeks. Current density values: CP: 15 mA/m 2 , CPrev: 2 mA/m 2 , both related to exposed concrete surface. Adapted from [27] .
For the three specimens previously treated with ECE, Figure 13 shows that the initial E corr values were equal or higher than´100 mV, typical values of steel corrosion potentials after ECE [6] . The E corr values of EB (ECE+CPrev) quickly fell to values below´400 mV; for six weeks the EA specimen (ECE+CP) remained at about´100 mV, finally falling below´400 mV after 10 weeks; the reference specimen ER (only treated with ECE) showed an intermediate behaviour, falling to values of about 200 mV and finally reaching values below´400 mV after 11 weeks. It seems that a CP treatment with current density of 15 mA/m 2 (EA) was able to maintain protective conditions for steel for about 10 weeks despite the high chloride loading. On the other hand, CPrev treatment of 2 mA/m 2 (EB) was not able to provide protective conditions. This was expected since such low current density values are only effective for preventative treatments of reinforced concrete not previously contaminated with chlorides [25, 26] , while the three specimens of Figure 13 started the 24-week trials with an initial Clć ontent of about 1% (relative to cement mass). Indeed, ECE was applied to specimens manufactured with 2% Cl´relative to cement mass. With the previously described conditions, ECE was able to reduce the Cl´content of the specimens to approximately 51% of their initial content (51% averaged ECE efficiency).
The evolution of the E corr values of the specimens not previously treated with ECE, Figure 14 , shows that in this case the CP treatment with 15 mA/m 2 current density (A) was not able to protect steel from corrosion, since the corrosion potential of steel in A reached values below´400 mV in two weeks, and its values were only slightly higher than those of the non-CP-treated reference specimen (R). This different behavior, when compared to the observations of the precedent paragraph, can be explained by taking into account that the A and R specimens started the 24-week experiments with an initial Cl´content of 2% (relative to cement mass). To this must be added the large progressive Cl´contamination due to the weekly salting regime. On the other hand, the CPrev treatment with 2 mA/m 2 current density, given to the initially Cl´free specimen (B) allowed it to maintain values of E corr higher than´400 mV, and clearly higher than those corresponding to the non-CPrev-treated reference specimen (P), up to the current interruption at the 13th week. This is a further confirmation of the tolerance increase to chloride-induced corrosion for CPrev treated steel (current densities in the range 0.5-2 mA/m 2 of concrete surface). These low cathodic currents, applied from the beginning of the service life of a reinforced concrete structure, decrease the steel potential, thus leading to important increases in the critical chloride content for pitting corrosion of steel [25, 26] .
From the observation of the evolution of the steel corrosion rates during the 24-week treatments (Figures 15 and 16) , little difference appears between the behavior of the treated specimens (EA, EB, A, B) and their corresponding reference specimens (ER, R, P). Furthermore, in all cases i corr values higher than 0.1-0.2 µA/cm 2 were obtained, which means that in no case was a repassivation of steel obtained in open-circuit conditions. A correct interpretation of these observations needs to consider that most of the tested specimens had experienced corrosion before starting the treatments, since the concrete was admixed with 2% Cl´relative to cement mass; and all the specimens were subjected to a severe chloride load during the 24-week treatments. In these conditions it is practically impossible to obtain a permanent repassivation of steel with temporary electrochemical rehabilitation methods [44, 45] ; even CP or CPrev treatments need to be continuously applied for maintaining the protective conditions for steel. are only effective for preventative treatments of reinforced concrete not previously contaminated with chlorides [25, 26] , while the three specimens of Figure 13 started the 24-week trials with an initial Cl − content of about 1% (relative to cement mass). Indeed, ECE was applied to specimens manufactured with 2% Cl − relative to cement mass. With the previously described conditions, ECE was able to reduce the Cl − content of the specimens to approximately 51% of their initial content (51% averaged ECE efficiency). The evolution of the Ecorr values of the specimens not previously treated with ECE, Figure 14 , shows that in this case the CP treatment with 15 mA/m 2 current density (A) was not able to protect steel from corrosion, since the corrosion potential of steel in A reached values below −400 mV in two weeks, and its values were only slightly higher than those of the non-CP-treated reference specimen (R). This different behavior, when compared to the observations of the precedent paragraph, can be explained by taking into account that the A and R specimens started the 24-week experiments with an initial Cl − content of 2% (relative to cement mass). To this must be added the large progressive Cl − contamination due to the weekly salting regime. On the other hand, the CPrev treatment with 2 mA/m 2 current density, given to the initially Cl − free specimen (B) allowed it to maintain values of Ecorr higher than −400 mV, and clearly higher than those corresponding to the non-CPrev-treated reference specimen (P), up to the current interruption at the 13th week. This is a further confirmation of the tolerance increase to chloride-induced corrosion for CPrev treated steel (current densities in the range 0.5-2 mA/m 2 of concrete surface). These low cathodic currents, applied from the beginning of the service life of a reinforced concrete structure, decrease the steel potential, thus leading to important increases in the critical chloride content for pitting corrosion of steel [25, 26] .
From the observation of the evolution of the steel corrosion rates during the 24-week treatments (Figures 15 and 16) , little difference appears between the behavior of the treated specimens (EA, EB, A, B) and their corresponding reference specimens (ER, R, P). Furthermore, in all cases icorr values higher than 0.1-0.2 μA/cm 2 were obtained, which means that in no case was a repassivation of steel obtained in open-circuit conditions. A correct interpretation of these observations needs to consider that most of the tested specimens had experienced corrosion before starting the treatments, since the concrete was admixed with 2% Cl − relative to cement mass; and all the specimens were subjected to a severe chloride load during the 24-week treatments. In these conditions it is practically impossible to obtain a permanent repassivation of steel with temporary electrochemical rehabilitation methods [44, 45] ; even CP or CPrev treatments need to be continuously applied for maintaining the protective conditions for steel. CPrev; R (2% Cl − in the mix, not CP treated): reference specimen for A; P (no Cl − in the mix, not CPrev treated): reference specimen for B. All of them were subjected to Cl − contamination during the 24 weeks. Current density values: CP: 15 mA/m 2 , CPrev: 2 mA/m 2 , both related to exposed concrete surface. Adapted from [27] .
To verify the effectiveness of CP and CPrev treatments for protecting steel from corrosion, the "100 mV decay" criterion [41] was used, as stated in Section 2.2.4. Figure 17 shows the evolution of the ∆Edecay values for all the specimens in Table 3 during the 24-week experiments. Regarding the EA specimen (ECE+CP), the protection conditions of steel were kept steady for 11 weeks because of cathodic current circulation, despite external Cl − loading. On the other hand, the ∆Edecay values of the A specimen (CP only) practically never reached the threshold value of 100 mV. These observations are in good agreement with the observed evolution of the Ecorr values (Figures 13 and 14) , and are evidence that cathodic protection of 15 mA/m 2 current density (relative to concrete surface) is able to stabilise protective conditions for the steel reinforcement if the initial Cl − content of the specimen is about 1% (EA). In the case of the specimen with an initial Cl − content of about 2% (A), a higher current density would be needed for reaching the protection conditions. ECE+CPrev. All of them were subjected to Cl − contamination during the 24 weeks. The electrochemical treatments were interrupted between week 13 and week 17. Adapted from [27] . To verify the effectiveness of CP and CPrev treatments for protecting steel from corrosion, the "100 mV decay" criterion [41] was used, as stated in Section 2.2.4. Figure 17 shows the evolution of the ∆E decay values for all the specimens in Table 3 during the 24-week experiments. Regarding the EA specimen (ECE+CP), the protection conditions of steel were kept steady for 11 weeks because of cathodic current circulation, despite external Cl´loading. On the other hand, the ∆E decay values of the A specimen (CP only) practically never reached the threshold value of 100 mV. These observations are in good agreement with the observed evolution of the E corr values (Figures 13 and 14) , and are evidence that cathodic protection of 15 mA/m 2 current density (relative to concrete surface) is able to stabilise protective conditions for the steel reinforcement if the initial Cl´content of the specimen is about 1% (EA). In the case of the specimen with an initial Cl´content of about 2% (A), a higher current density would be needed for reaching the protection conditions. CPrev; R (2% Cl − in the mix, not CP treated): reference specimen for A; P (no Cl − in the mix, not CPrev treated): reference specimen for B. All of them were subjected to Cl − contamination during the 24 weeks. Current density values: CP: 15 mA/m 2 , CPrev: 2 mA/m 2 , both related to exposed concrete surface. Adapted from [27] .
To verify the effectiveness of CP and CPrev treatments for protecting steel from corrosion, the "100 mV decay" criterion [41] was used, as stated in Section 2.2.4. Figure 17 shows the evolution of the ∆Edecay values for all the specimens in Table 3 during the 24-week experiments. Regarding the EA specimen (ECE+CP), the protection conditions of steel were kept steady for 11 weeks because of cathodic current circulation, despite external Cl − loading. On the other hand, the ∆Edecay values of the A specimen (CP only) practically never reached the threshold value of 100 mV. These observations are in good agreement with the observed evolution of the Ecorr values (Figures 13 and 14) , and are evidence that cathodic protection of 15 mA/m 2 current density (relative to concrete surface) is able to stabilise protective conditions for the steel reinforcement if the initial Cl − content of the specimen is about 1% (EA). In the case of the specimen with an initial Cl − content of about 2% (A), a higher current density would be needed for reaching the protection conditions. ECE+CPrev. All of them were subjected to Cl − contamination during the 24 weeks. The electrochemical treatments were interrupted between week 13 and week 17. Adapted from [27] . ECE+CPrev. All of them were subjected to Cl´contamination during the 24 weeks. The electrochemical treatments were interrupted between week 13 and week 17. Adapted from [27] .
Regarding the CPrev treated specimens (cathodic current density 2 mA/m 2 relative to concrete surface), Specimen B showed ∆E decay values higher than 100 mV up to the current switch off at the 13th week, confirming the capacity of continuously applied CPrev treatments to keep steel protection conditions for an initially Cl´-free reinforced concrete, despite extensive external Cl´load [25, 26, 46, 47] . On the other hand, such a low current density is unable to protect steel if concrete is previously contaminated at a level of about 1% relative to cement mass, as shown for specimen EB (ECE+CPrev) in Figure 17 .
Given that after 24 weeks of treatments, including rest periods between the 13th and 17th weeks, the reinforcements had completely lost their protection conditions, and a CP of 15 mA/m 2 was unable to restore the protective conditions (Figure 17 ), the second phase was started. The external Cl´load was discontinued since all the specimens had reached very high Cl´contents (see Table 7 ). In these conditions, CP was applied with higher current densities. The question was if it would be possible to recover the protection conditions of steel by increasing the current density to the appropriate value. In the beginning of this last phase, current density was set at 20 mA/m 2 . After four weeks of operation 100 mV of ∆E decay was not reached, i.e. the protection conditions were not obtained ( Figure 18) . Neither was success obtained in a second attempt with 25 mA/m 2 (data not shown in Figure 18 ). Finally, a third step of 40 mA/m 2 was set. In this case, after four weeks, the rule of 100 mV of ∆E decay was achieved for EA, A, and B specimens.
Regarding the CPrev treated specimens (cathodic current density 2 mA/m 2 relative to concrete surface), Specimen B showed ∆Edecay values higher than 100 mV up to the current switch off at the 13th week, confirming the capacity of continuously applied CPrev treatments to keep steel protection conditions for an initially Cl − -free reinforced concrete, despite extensive external Cl − load [25, 26, 46, 47] . On the other hand, such a low current density is unable to protect steel if concrete is previously contaminated at a level of about 1% relative to cement mass, as shown for specimen EB (ECE+CPrev) in Figure 17 .
Given that after 24 weeks of treatments, including rest periods between the 13th and 17th weeks, the reinforcements had completely lost their protection conditions, and a CP of 15 mA/m² was unable to restore the protective conditions (Figure 17 ), the second phase was started. The external Cl − load was discontinued since all the specimens had reached very high Cl − contents (see Table 7 ). In these conditions, CP was applied with higher current densities. The question was if it would be possible to recover the protection conditions of steel by increasing the current density to the appropriate value. In the beginning of this last phase, current density was set at 20 mA/m². After four weeks of operation 100 mV of ∆Edecay was not reached, i.e. the protection conditions were not obtained ( Figure 18) . Neither was success obtained in a second attempt with 25 mA/m 2 (data not shown in Figure 18 ). Finally, a third step of 40 mA/m² was set. In this case, after four weeks, the rule of 100 mV of ∆Edecay was achieved for EA, A, and B specimens. Moreover, protection conditions were verified with the measurement of depolarization potential difference values seven days after switch-off [41] . In fact, more than 150 mV of ∆E decay was reached after seven days (209 mV for EA, 211 mV for A and 153 mV for B). This efficiency of CP is similar to that obtained by other researchers [10, 42] . However, this was not the case for EB. After four weeks with the highest cathodic current density, the protection conditions were not recovered for this latter specimen.
Conclusions
Based on the results and observations obtained from this research, the following conclusions have been made:
1.
For ECE treatments on structural concrete elements, including vertical or those of complex shape, the use of a GCP sprayed coating as anode is feasible, and achieves a similar efficiency (about 80%) to a conventional reference anode (Ti-RuO 2 mesh) when passing a typical electric charge density of 5 MC/m 2 . Also, a substantial proportion of Cl´was removed with a low applied charge density, achieving 51% ECE efficiency at 1.5 MC/m 2 .
2.
The results provide confirmation regarding the shape effect of the structural elements on the ECE efficiency. The typical spatial distribution of the steel rebar within certain concrete elements, for example vertical columns of the rectangular section, gives rise to an anisotropic configuration of the electric flow lines. This leads to variations in the local ECE efficiencies found at different sampling points for such types of reinforced concrete elements. The use of GCP anodes, rather than the more commonly employed Ti-RuO 2 mesh embedded between polymeric layers, appears to reduce the differences found in the local ECE efficiencies due to the shape effect. This may be due to the nature of the electrolytic contact between the GCP coating and the concrete surface, which may avoid possible zones of high electric resistance due to defective contact between the somewhat rigid and springy metal mesh anodic system and the concrete surface.
3.
According to the results of the CP applied with a GCP coating as anode, this electrochemical technique is able to provide protection to steel, despite severe internal and external chloride contamination, provided an appropriate current density value is selected based on the Clć ontent present. Its ability to recover the lost protection conditions through an increase of current density has also been demonstrated.
4.
Continuously applied CPrev (at a current density of 2 mA/m 2 ) with a GCP coating as anode is able to maintain a conventional, initially Cl´-free concrete in a protection condition despite being exposed to a severe Cl´load. However, subject to the same experimental external chloride load, it is unable to recover protection conditions if the initial Cl´content is equal to or higher than 1% relative to cement mass.
5.
A GCP coating allows the application of a combined treatment of ECE followed by CP, changing only the current density provided by the DC power source. No damage was observed in this anode after the full combined process. This combination has been shown to be capable of maintaining or recovering protection conditions if the cathodic current density is set to the appropriate value according to the Cl´content present. 6.
Given the novel nature of the GCP coating and its relatively short track record, it is recommended that further research is carried out to assess the GCP coating in a range of operating conditions to fully ascertain its suitability for practical applications.
